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Written by Elton and his fellow co-songwriter Bernie Taupin, “Candle in the Wind” focuses
on the life of Norma Jeane, AKA Marilyn Monroe, the world-famous actress from the s.
"Candle in the Wind" is a song with music by Elton John and lyrics by Bernie Taupin. It was
originally written in , in honor of Marilyn Monroe, who had died 11 years earlier. In , John
performed a remake of the song as a tribute to Diana, Princess of Wales. Lyrics to 'Candle In
The Wind' by Elton John: Your candle's burned out long before Your legend ever will Elton
John - Candle In The Wind Lyrics MetroLyrics Please click here if you are not . The "candle
in the wind" represents her short, but eventful life. The song makes various references to the
press coverage of Monroe. The famous opening line, "Goodbye Norma Jean," refers to her
birth name: Norma Jean Mortenson, and how she gave up both her name and her privacy for
the sake of celebrity. Bernie Taupin got the inspiration for writing this song after he had heard
the phrase "candle in the wind" used in tribute to Janis Joplin. Elton John said about this song
in a Rolling Stone interview, "I was a huge Marilyn Monroe fan, as well as Elvis Presley. The
Candle in the Wind achievement is soloable at level +. Stand right on or next to one of the four
burning flames ("braziers") by the center pillars as you bring Blade Lord Ta'yak to 20% health,
which pushes him into the final wind phase, while repeatedly and quickly clicking on the
flame.
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